Numerous experiments suggest that bubble formation in water is initiated by preexisting gas nuclei. This is unexpected since gas phases larger than the order of I p,m in radius ought to rise to the surface of a standing liquid, whereas smaller ones should dissolve rapidly via the outward diffusion of gas that results from surface tension. Several mechanisms for stabilizing gas nuclei have been proposed, but in each case there is experimental evidence to the contrary. In this article, a model is investigated in which stability is maintained by surface-active skins of varying gas permobility. Data on ultrasonic cavitation and on bubble formation by counter-diffusion indicate that such skins, if they exist, must be initially permeable. Quantitative comparisons with bubble counts obtained recently from supersaturated gelatin lead to the further conclusion that nuclear skins become effectively impermeable if the static pressure is raised rapidly by a sufficiently large amount. The surface area, length, and energy per akin molecule deduced from these comparisons are remarkably similar to those of known surfactants, such as lung extract, leeithin, and oleyl alcohol.
permeability. Our interest in this model is stimulated by an examination, outlined in Sec. I, of bubble formation data from supersaturated gelatin. t• The new results, like those of Strasberg t•' 20 and of Strauss and
Kunkle •? are incompatible with the predictions of Fox and Herzfeld '9 for gas-impermeable organic skins, but they suggest that skins of some type must be involved. (2) where Po =1 arm ( 
where for adiabatic processes, such as ultrasonic carlteflon, U is the ratio of the specific heats for the gas, and for isothermal processes, such as the compres- 
where the parameter r =- 
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where ¾c is referred to as the "crumbling compression" or as the "equilibrium spreading compression" depending upon whether the nucleus is contracting or expanding.
In applying Eq. (11), we are primarily interested in compressions and decompressions that are "rapid" or "hydraulic" in the sense that negligible gas diffuses into or out of the bulk sample while a change in ambient pressure is taking place. At distances comparable with the nuclear radius, however, there may be enough time for diffusion equilibrium to be maintained. If there is, the skin is considered to be "permeable," and if there is not, the skin is considered to be "impermeable." In other words, a skin is either permeable or impermeable in our model, and gradations in permeability and the possible dependence of permeability on compression rates, etc. are not •ken into account.
In actual nuclei, the effects of a rapid compression are not fully developed until several minutes after the 'initial increase in ambient pressure has occurred. t4
Thus, the radiusr* or ambient pressure p* which we use to characterize the onset of impermeability in the model are not rigorously linked to a definite time during the actual compresmon.
Rather, these parameters serve as a measure of the overall effects of a fully developed compression. The nucleus acts as if it became impermeable at pa,,b=p* , and the quantity of gas inside the nucleus is that which would be contained inside a cavity of radius r* in diffusion equilibrium with the surrounding medium at the onset of irapermeability. In this article, we apply these equations to a gas nucleus embedded in a shallow test sampie that is subjected to the usual pressure schedule shown in Figs. I and 2. At the beginning of the schedule, the sample is in diffusion equilibrium at p•m,,=po. We assume that the skin stabilizing the nucleus is initially gas permeable so that
For variations in
where 7o is the initial value of the dissolved gas ten- 
where we have assumed that v is the same in the two phases.
Next we assume that the reservoir and skin are con- 
The corresponding skin compressions satisfy the inequalitie.
• 57 dyn/cm -< 7c -< 98 dyn/cm.
The data are in good agreement with the lineax relation In Chap. 4 of his book on insoluble monolayers, Gaines z• notes that in certain cases, surface-active molecules originally present in a bulk phase, such as a droplet, will spontaneously leave the bulk phase and spread out across a liquid-gas interface to form a stab-le monolayer. Assuming there is enough material, spreading will occur until the "surface pressure" !'[ has risen to the "equilibrium spreading pressure," which Gaines denotes by ESP. For some materials, especially those whose bulk phase is a liquid of fairly low viscosity under the experimental conditions, collapse of a monolayer occurs at the ESP, and the film cannot be compressed above this pressure. This is precisely our assumption that F has the same value whether the surfactant-liquid interface is contracting or expanding, i.e., whether the sample containing the nucleus is subjected to a compression or a decompression.
On a molecular level, constant F implies a constant energy per exposed skin molecule, just as constant 7 implies a constant energy per surface water molecule. This is at the heart of the large-scale, thermodynamic approximation in which the forces between surfactant molecules are assumed to be attractive, short-range, and essentially constant, and in which the work done in changing the spacing between a fixed number of skin molecules is neglected.
The rate at which a monolayer spreads across a liquid-gas interface is, for our purposes, practically instantaneous. For example, oleic acid has been observed to spread radially from a bulk phase at a rate of 10 cm/s. za'z7 The time that would be required to surround a nucleus of radius r ~ 1 • is of the order 10 -7 s. ESP magnitudes appear also to be quite promising. For example, oleyl alcohol at room temperature has an ESP of 30 dyn/cm and satisfies the condition that the collapse pressure is equal to the ESP? a'z8 It is highly plausible that there are substances with an equilibrium spreading compression 7c that is larger than the surface tension of water (about 72 dyn/cm) when the surfactant molecules are arranged on a spherical surface.
Gaines points out that in order for spontaneous spreading to occur, it must lead to a reduction of the free energy of the system. The implication for our model is that the surfactant molecules are more tightly bound to the skin than they are to the bulk phase. An e. quivalent statement in our notation is that • defined by Eq.
(2õb) should be greater than zero. Metastabte states are also quite common among monolayers, indicating the presence of potential barriers that can inhibit molecules from being transported freely from one phase to another. These observations suggest that our distinction between large-scale thermodynamic equilibrium, which determines the number of surfactant molecules at the interface, and small-scale mechanical equilibrium, which determines their spacing, is valid.
The existence of roetastable states would also account for the inference that nuclei do not expand when the sample is being saturated at pmb=ps or, more generally, when Pl• is less than or equal topm b. These are all cases in which mechanical equilibrium can be maintained in the vicinity of a fixed large-scale radius r by allowing the skin compression to assume a small-scale, roetastable value in the range 7 •< F •< ¾c-As can be seen in Fig. 1, the varying- 
